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Abstract
Cigarette smoking is one of the highest contributors to the risk of cardiovascular diseases. The aim of the study was to
verify the effect of a breathing technique on cardiac autonomic function in long-term male smoker subjects, by short-term heart
rate variability analysis. The effect of a breathing technique on heart rate variability, in five long-term male smokers was analyzed. For almost all participants in this study, paced and predominantly abdominal breathing was beneficial, because it afforded
greater asymmetry in short-term heart rate variability, as expressed by Poincaré plots, reinforced by significantly higher shortterm variability, long-term variability, root mean square of successive differences, differences of successive intervals greater
than 50ms, and Approximate Entropy. An easily learned breathing technique, which is inexpensive and non-intrusive, can help
smokers to momentarily remedy the nefarious cardiac effects of their smoking habit.
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Introduction
Cigarette smoking is one of the highest contributors to the risks
of cardiovascular diseases, including coronary heart disease, stroke,
sudden death, peripheral artery disease, and aortic aneurysm [1].
Heart Rate Variability (HRV) represents the variations of the
RR intervals, i.e., the time elapsing between two consecutive R
waves and has been used as an expression of physiological factors
that modulate the heart rhythm [2]. The Sympathetic Nervous
System (SNS) acts to increase heart rate and the Parasympathetic
Nervous System (PNS) acts to lower heart rate [3]. Even in
controlled respiration (at a rate of 15/min) the expected increase
of HRV temporal parameters doesn’t occur in smokers, while it
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occurs in nonsmokers [4]. A decreased vagal activation is present
in heavy smokers compared to non-smokers or moderate smokers
[5]. Accordingly, there is a decreased HRV in chronic cigarette
smokers compared to non-smokers [6,7]. A decrease of HRV is also
found in healthy habitual adult smokers compared to those in nonsmokers; with the number of cigarettes smoked per day correlated
with the HRV parameters; even smoking one cigarette leads to overt
sympathetic excitation [8]. In a supine position, long-term heavy
smokers (men) also reveal HRV temporal parameters which are
significantly lower than in nonsmokers [6]. Active smoking also
has acute effects on HRV; under controlled respiration (15 cycles
per min), smokers without evidence of cardiopulmonary disorders,
and after an overnight abstinence from smoking, revealed that 3
minutes after smoking 1 cigarette there was a significant decrease
of the Respiratory Sinus Arrhythmia (RSA), and after 10 to 17
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minutes, a significant increase of sympathetic activity. Also, a longterm significant effect was found in the RSA (in the supine position)
between young (30 years old or less) heavy smokers (more than
25 cigarettes per day) and moderate smokers or nonsmokers [5,911]. Acute cigarette smoking alters HRV parameters, particularly
within the first 5 to 10 minutes after smoking [11].
RSA is the variation in Heart Rate (HR) with breathing,
HR increases during inhalation and decreases during exhalation
[12]. Slow breathing increases RSA magnitude compared to
spontaneous breathing [13], and increases baroreflex sensitivity
[14]. In reaction to variations in blood pressure, detected by stretch
receptors located mainly in the aortic arch and the carotid sinus,
the baroreflex modulates cardiac vagal and sympathetic outflow
to the sinus node in the heart, and results in a significant reduction
in Heart Rate (HR) [15]. In normal subjects and in chronic heart
failure patients, slowing breath frequency can increase Baroreceptor
Reflex Sensitivity (BRS) and also reduce muscle nerve sympathetic
activity [16,17]; because the brainstem respiratory oscillator is
coupled with the central sympathetic network [18].
Recurrence is a fundamental characteristic of many
dynamical systems [19]. The method of Recurrence Plots (RP)
allow visualizing recurrences [20]. One of the first applications of
RP was the analysis of heart beat intervals [21]. The RP exhibits
characteristic large-scale and small-scale patterns which are caused
by typical dynamical behavior [22]. Processes with uncorrelated or
weakly correlated, stochastic or chaotic behavior cause none or
very short diagonals, whereas deterministic processes cause longer
diagonals and less single, isolated recurrence points. Horizontal
and vertical black lines mean that state does not change for some
time. Periodic states cause continuous and periodic diagonal lines,
but no vertical or horizontal lines. On the other hand, chaos-chaos
transitions represent states with short laminar behavior and cause
vertically and horizontally spread black areas. The fully developed
chaotic state causes a rather homogeneous RP with numerous
single points and some short diagonal or vertical lines [23]. The
RP before a life-threatening arrhythmia is characterized by large
black rectangles, whereas the RP from healthy people shows only
small rectangles [23].
Referring to non-linear analysis, a Poincaré plot is a visual
representation of the dependence between successive RR intervals,
it depicts the correlation between consecutive intervals in graphical
representation [24,25]. These plots are studied mathematically by
determining the standard deviations of the lengths of RR intervals
(RR(n)) [26]; the short term variability (SD1) of the heart signal
is measured by the points that are perpendicular to the line-ofidentity; and, long term variability (SD2) by the points along
the line-of-identity [27,28]. This plot is quantified by fitting to
an ellipse where SD1 and SD2 are the semi-axis of this ellipse.
SD1 is the standard deviation of successive differences and SD2
2
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is the standard deviation of R-R intervals [29,30]. Another useful
parameter is Approximate Entropy (ApEn), a measure of the
disorder in the HR signal which quantifies the amount of regularity
and complexity of time series. The value of ApEn is higher for
more varying data, for more varying time domain signals, while
regular and predictable time series signals will have lower ApEn
values [27]. Greater regularity (lower ApEn) clinically corresponds
to compromised physiology in cardiologic settings [31]; e.g., there
is greater regularity in spectral analysis of HR in preterm babies
[32]. The value of N for ApEn computations is typically between
100 and 5.000. Approximate entropy indicates the fluctuation in
the time domain signal [33].
In the time-domain analysis, pNN50, the proportion of
interval differences of successive intervals greater than 50ms, and
r-MSDD, the root mean square of successive differences, are used
[2]. Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to verify the
effect of a breathing technique on cardiac autonomic function in
long-term male smoker subjects, by short-term HRV analysis.

Methods
Sample
The sample was composed of 5 long-term male smokers
(46.0±8.22 years of age), 4 of them heavy smokers (more than 20
cigarettes per day) [34].

Procedures and Data Treatment
The physiological data acquisition and recording were
carried out through Polar V800 [35]. Each volunteer gave informed
written consent before the study. Records were conducted at the
participants’ homes, with subjects in the supine position, in a
quiet environment, with room temperature between 19 and 22°C.
Participants were instructed to not smoke, drink alcohol or coffee
4h before data collection. No participant was taking medication for
anxiety or depression; and, there was no report of damage to the
kidneys, heart or brain [36,37].
The experimental session was structured according to the
following sequence: 6 min of rest with normal breathing, taken
as baseline (RC), and 6mn abdominal breathing technique (BC).
In a previous training period, of about 5 to 10mn, participants
were instructed relative to abdominal breathing technique, as
follows: (1) put one hand on your chest and the other on your
belly, (2) breath only through your nose, (3) fill your belly with
air, and then let it go out slowly. No attempt was made to control
the depth or the pace of breathing, so that each individual was
able to maintain comfortable breathing. The aim of the training
session was to allow participants to be aware of the technique of a
slower and predominantly abdominal respiration. The recording of
spontaneous breathing (RC) was always done first.
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In order to analyze HRV the gHRV software was used [38].
Heart rate data was automatically filtered employing adaptive
thresholds in order to reject incorrect beats [39], that uses adaptive
thresholding for rejecting beats whose value exceeds the cumulative
mean threshold while also eliminating points that are not within
acceptable physiological values. Frequency domain analysis
was obtained using a linear interpolation method; as a result, the
filtered non-equispaced heart rate signal was obtained [40]. The
signal interpolation was made at 4 Hz, for spectral analysis. The
window size and the time shift were 120 and 60 s, respectively. For
non-linear indexes, approximated entropy, SD1, SD2, Poincaré
and Lorenz (recurrence) plots were obtained. Non-linear indexes,
approximated entropy was calculated following the algorithms
described in [41] and [42], respectively. For the analysis of time
series the dimension m and the delay, the estimation of the smallest
sufficient embedding dimension (false nearest-neighbors algorithm)
[43] and mutual information function [44],were used respectively.
Data were statistically treated with the program IBM-SPSS,

version 24. Shapiro-Wilk test was used to verify data normal
distribution. Wilcoxon test was used for within group comparison.
Effect size r was calculated [45].

Results
Time series and Recurrence Plots (RP) are presented for
each participant, with baseline (RC) at left and breathing control
condition (BC) at right.
In smoker 1, time series of RC and BC clearly reveal changes
in state space, with RP of baseline paling away from the Long
Diagonal Line (LOI), indicating a non-stationary system with
slowly varying parameters. On the other side, during the BC, a fully
developed chaotic state emerged, with numerous single points and
some short diagonal lines [23]; also, some checkerboard structures
are apparent, meaning that the process has evolved to a quasiperiodic system; as expected if a well-defined RSA has occurred,
which is evident in the respective time series (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Heart beat interval RR time series (above) and recurrence plots (below), for heavy smoker 1 (50 years old), during 5mn, at rest (baseline)
(left) and with breathing technic (right).
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In smoker 4, time series of RC and BC also reveal changes in state space, with RP of RC with isolated recurrence points, indicating
states that fluctuate strongly for every short period. However, during the BC, an abrupt change is apparent with presence of white bands
[23] (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Heart beat interval RR time series (above) and recurrence plots (below), for heavy smoker 4 (40 years old), during 5mn, at rest (baseline)
(left) and with breathing technic (right).

Like in smoker 4, RP of RC in smoker 2 is characterized by isolated recurrence points, indicating states that fluctuate strongly for
every short period. However, during the BC, an abrupt change is apparent with presence of white bands [23] (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Heart beat interval RR time series (above) and recurrence plots (below), for smoker 2 (55 years old), during 5mn, at rest (baseline) (left) and
with breathing technic (right).
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In smoker 3, a similar pattern of smokers 4 and 2 is found in RC, isolated recurrence points, indicating states that fluctuate strongly
for every short period. However, during the BC, along with some white bands, revealing an abrupt change, short laminar behavior
(horizontal and vertical lines) contributing towards black areas revealing transition to chaotic state [23] (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Heart beat interval RR time series (above) and recurrence plots (below), for heavy smoker 3 (35 years old), during 5mn, at rest (baseline)
(left) and with breathing technic (right).

Smoker 5 shows a RP of RC with vertical/horizontal lines with isolated recurrence points, and bowed line structures, which could
mean that no or slow changes are occurring in the system, but with different velocity; whereas, during the BC, this tendency vanish
somewhat [23] (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Heart beat interval RR time series (above) and recurrence plots (below), for heavy smoker 5 (50 years old), during 5mn, at rest (baseline)
(left) and with breathing technic (right).
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Excepting smoker 5, visual analysis of Poincaré plots confirm
a state transition of HRV from RC to BC, behind that in the last
one the ellipse becomes larger (SD1), representing the variance
corresponding to short-term heart rate variability, and, a visible
higher asymmetry relative to the identity line, with the upper part,
corresponding to decelerations of heart rate, larger than the lower part,
which corresponds to accelerations [46]; this asymmetry is clearly
evident in smokers 1 and 4 (Figure 6). Poincaré plots of smoker
5 are more like a torpedo pattern [25], with little short-time HRV.

The calculation of SD1 and SD2 confirms general tendency
of Lorenz and Poincaré plots, short and long-term beat-beat
variability is significantly higher during BC than during RC; being
that for SD1 the ratio is of 1:3, and for SD2 of 1:2 (Table 1).
SD1
SD2

RC
18.53±8.27
51.33±37.55

BC
61.01±12.77
115.11±75.00
Note: *p<0.05

Z
2.023*
2.023*

r
0.90
0.90

Table 1: Calculation of SD1 and SD2 (mean±standard deviation),
comparison within group (Z), and effect size (r), per condition (RCBaseline Condition; BC- Breathing Condition).

In ApEn the BC allowed smokers to have (negative) values
closer to zero, and significantly higher than in RC, meaning that
their HR became less regular and more complex, as expected when
HRV increases (Table 2). Significantly higher r-MSSD and pNN50
achieved in BC compared to RC, are in accordance with ApEn values,
the breathing mode in BC enhanced heart rate variability (Table 2).
pNN50
r-MSSD
ApEn

RC
BC
Z
10.63±12.28
30.571±25.37
3.644***
26.15±12.57
52.38±30.62
4.076***
-0.0055±0.002 -0.0014±0.007
2.685**
**
***
Note: p˂0.01; p<0.001

r
0.65
0.77
0.48

Table 2: Proportion of interval differences of successive intervals
greater than 50ms (pNN50), root mean square of successive differences
(r-MSDD), approximate entropy (ApEn), comparison within group (Z),
and effect size (r), per condition (RC- Baseline Condition; BC- Breathing
Condition).

Discussion
With simple instructions and reduced time of practice, five
minutes of paced breathing, predominantly abdominal, were
enough to have beneficial (transient) effects in HRV of male
smokers. The BC allowed these smokers to have a higher HRV,
confirmed by significantly higher SD1, SD2, pNN50, r-MSSD and
ApEn. Poincaré and Lorenz plots showed that not all participants
responded the same way and with the same intensity to the BC.
The results of this study showed that a respiratory training
intervention, brief and of low-cost, can be used to benefit
cardiovascular functions in smokers. Our results support the
hypothesis that self-regulated paced breathing, predominantly
abdominal, can be used as a complementary non-pharmacological
and non-clinical procedure for smokers.

Conclusion
Figure 6: Poincaré plot showing the self-similarity of data in the baseline
(RC) and the breathing control condition (BC), ordered from smoker 1
(top) to smoker 5 (bottom).
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Asymmetry is highest in systems with healthy physiology
[47], so for almost all participants in this study, a paced and
predominantly abdominal breathing was beneficial, because
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it afforded greater asymmetry in short-term HR variability, as
expressed by Poincaré plots, reinforced by significantly higher
SD1, SD2, r-MSSD, pNN50, and ApEn. An easily learned
breathing technic, inexpensive and non-intrusive, can help
smokers to momentarily remedy the nefarious cardiac effects of
their smoking habit.
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